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Abstract
Aicardi syndrome is a developmental disorder characterised by agenesis of the corpus callosum, seizures, developmental delay, and intellectual disability. It is believed to be X linked with lethality in males. We report a set of monozygotic female twins one of whom is healthy and intellectually normal while the other has the classical Aicardi phenotype with profound retardation. Family history is negative. Both had normal karyotypes. Monozygosity was established by blood grouping, chromosomal heteromorphisms, and DNA analysis using six hypervariable probes (five autosomal and one X linked) and three X linked RFLP probes. We tested the hypothesis that preferential inactivation of a different X chromosome had occurred in each girl. Methylisation sensitive RFLP analysis of DNA from EBV transformed B lymphocytes and cultured skin fibroblasts using MspI/HpaII digestion and probing with M27B showed a very similar pattern of X inactivation in both twins with no evidence of preferential expression of one particular X chromosome. We conclude that the abnormalities in the affected twin are probably the consequence of a postzygotic mutation in early embryonic development.

Case report
The 19 year old twins were the product of the fifth and last pregnancy of healthy, non-consanguineous parents of mixed European extraction. Of the other four children, two boys and two girls, three were in good health. One of the sons died at the age of 4 months presumably of sudden infant death syndrome. The oldest daughter had pyloric stenosis in infancy requiring surgical correction. The mother was 34 years of age at the time of delivery while the father was 39. The pregnancy was normal with the exception of a flu-like illness and vaginal spotting of a few days duration in the first trimester. Delivery was at term. The proband, twin 1, was delivered by vertex vaginal route without complications. Her twin was delivered in breech. Birth weight was 3080 g for twin 1 and 3420 g for twin 2. There was a single placenta with two separate cords. Findings on microscopic examination of the membranes were suggestive of a dichorionic gestation.

Twin 2 has been in good health and has had normal psychomotor development. The proband is patient 14 in the series described by Menezès et al.10 She was noted to have unilateral microphthalmos in the newborn period. Seizure activity was first recognised at the age of 2½ months and has been a persistent problem despite anticonvulsant medication. A retinal detachment was noted in the right microphthalmic eye at the age of 8 years. Her psychomotor development has been profoundly delayed. She has not acquired any speech and remains wheelchair bound. She recognises members of the family and reaches for objects, suggesting that she does have some vision. A diagnosis of Aicardi syndrome was made at the age of 8 months on the basis of typical retinal abnormalities on fundoscopic examination and the finding of agenesis of the corpus callosum on pneumoencephalogram. On examination at the age of 17 years, the proband presented as a profoundly retarded young woman. The head circumference was 51 cm (<2nd centile). The occiput was flat. There was facial asymmetry with right microphthalmia, a right facial hemiatrophy, and prominent right auricle. There was a maxillary overbite. There was a left spastic hemiparesis with flexion contractures of the fingers, knee, and
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Retinal findings with the ducted EBV gels, size endonucleases, and MspI. However, she was hyporeflexive, especially on the right. There was ankle clonus and a bilateral Babinski sign. Ocular examination showed a microphthalmic right eye, the fundus of which could not be visualised. In the left eye, the anterior segment and lens were normal. The fundus had numerous lacunae surrounding the disc (fig 1) but the macula appeared intact. She followed light and reached for objects. An MRI of the head showed complete absence of the corpus callosum. The septum pellucidum was present in the midline. The ventricles were large and misshapen secondary to associated parenchymal atrophy. The right orbit enclosed a microphthalmic eye with evidence of the sequelae of the previous retinal detachment.

Materials and methods

Blood was collected from each twin in the deltoid region. Chromosomes were studied using G and C banding, solid staining, and prophase banding on blood lymphocytes. Blood groups (ABO, Rh, MNSs, and Lewis systems) were analysed by standard techniques.

Total genomic DNA was extracted from EBV transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines and from cultured skin fibroblasts. For yosity determination and X chromosome segregation analysis, DNA samples (3 μg) were digested to completion with the appropriate restriction endonucleases, size fractionated on 0.6% agarose gels, and transferred to nylon membranes (Amersham, Hybond) by Southern blotting. X chromosome inactivation studies were conducted using the probe M27β.7 DNA samples (9 μg) were predigested with restriction endonuclease PstI. A 3 μg aliquot was further digested with MspI. A second aliquot was digested with the methylation sensitive enzyme HpaII, which recognises the same restriction site as MspI, but only when the site is not methylated. These samples were then size fractionated, transferred to nylon membranes as described above, and probed with 32P labelled M27β.

Six hypervariable probes for markers on six different chromosomes were used to establish the zygosity of the twins. The probes were 3'HVR,12 YNH24, JC23.1, CMM86, EFD64.2,13 and M27β.1 X linked RFLP probes include 782,17 GMGX9,19 and XJ1.17

Results

Chromosome studies on peripheral blood using G banding techniques were normal in both twins. The parents and twins were further studied using solid staining, Q banding, and C banding. The family was informative for heteromorphisms at C-1qh, C-9qh, Q-13 cent, and Q-21 sat. Both twins showed identical patterns. The family was informative for blood groups Rh and MNSs, the father being cde/cde and NNss, and the mother CDe/CDe and MNSs. The twins were both CDe/cde and NN/ss. The twins showed identical patterns with all six of the hypervariable probes tested. Taking into account the prior probability that the twins are monozygotic (1/3) as well as the blood group, cytogenetic, and molecular data, the probability that they are monozygotic is greater than 99%.

X linked probes from the putative Aicardi region, Xp21-22, were used to study X segregation in this family. The mother was found to be heterozygous at three of the loci tested. All four of the children inherited this region from the same maternal X chromosome (data not shown). In spite of having inherited the same maternal X chromosome as the proband, the brother and two sisters are unaffected.

Results of X chromosome inactivation studies in EBV transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines are summarised in fig 2. The MspI/HpaI sites flanking the DXS255 locus are extensively methylated on the active X chromosomes and unmethylated on inactive X chromosomes. Therefore, the M27β probe that binds to this locus can be used to differentiate between the active and inactive X through methylation patterns shown by MspI and its methylation sensitive isoschizomer, HpaII.14 The patterns are similar in both twins; the unaffected twin shows equal proportions of active and inactive paternally derived X chromosomes while the affected twin shows slight skewing towards inactive. Neither case shows any evidence of exclusive expression of one particular X chromosome. Identical results were observed in cultured skin fibroblasts.

Discussion

Phenotypic variations and even discordance for genetic traits have been well documented in monozygotic twins.18 Several genetic, epigenetic, and environmental factors may account for this phenomenon. Postzygotic mutations with resultant somatic mosaicism probably occur commonly in singletons.19 In twins, a

Figure 1  Retinal findings in the proband (left eye).
The relevance of X inactivation studies in the twins reported here depends on the validity of the hypothesis that the disease is X linked. The evidence for this, in fact, is not compelling. In females heterozygous for some X linked disorders, selection against or favouring the mutation will lead to apparent skewing of X inactivation, as has been shown for incontinentia pigmenti. The results of X inactivation studies in Aicardi syndrome have been inconclusive. Of the nine cases investigated to date, the twin described here and eight unrelated singletons, only three were shown to have non-random inactivation. Furthermore, the inactivation patterns correlated poorly with the phenotype. Chromosome studies similarly have not been very fruitful. There is a striking paucity of karyotypically abnormal girls with the syndrome. The only two cases reported had atypical findings. One patient with an X;3 translocation had agenesis of the corpus callosum and other anomalies. However, the fundoscopic findings were atypical. There were clumps of retinal pigment and pin head sized whitish areas but no large depigmented lacunae. This picture is strikingly similar to that reported by Donnenfeld et al in a girl with Xp22-pter who initially had been described as having Aicardi syndrome but, on further review, was judged not to meet the diagnostic criteria for Aicardi syndrome. The phenotype described for several other cases of deletion Xp22 appears to be a distinct syndrome, labelled by some authors as MLS or MIDAS syndrome. The disorder is characterised by microphthalmia and linear skin defects. Some affected children have had agenesis of the corpus callosum and choriorretinal lesions, but none has had the typical stigmata of Aicardi syndrome. MLS may well be a contiguous gene syndrome encompassing the Aicardi gene, but the differences in ophthalmological presentation may indicate that the disorders are unrelated. We suggest that the assignment of the Aicardi locus to the X chromosome therefore is premature. The occurrence of the disorder in females can also be explained by an autosomal gene with male lethality as argued by Migeon et al for Rett syndrome. Future searches for the Aicardi gene should not focus solely on Xp22.
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